
Dear Harvest Partner,

The apocalyptic future has arrived. The very events that are about to happen have been spoken many times in the gospel
message. There is a rumor out that there will be some kind of a new world order announcement as well as a complete new
economic banking system and a new world currency. – I’d like to talk a little bit about our new book “Prophecy-Revelation
Numbers,” all about the book of Revelation. Nothing could be more important than having a copy of this new book.
Brother Frisby once spoke to me about a passage he wrote in 1985, “Events never seen before will occur. Staggering and
unbelievable occurrences will transpire, shaking the very foundations of society! And evidently will grow worse
leading into the apocalyptic events of all time! The book of Revelation will be literally alive in fiery prophecy!” – And
now the following, a quote from Neal Frisby’s library.

“We are living in an hour of reality of the forming or restoration of the beast power from the past into the present!” In
Rev. 13:1, “John saw a beast ascend out of the sea having 7 heads and 10 horns with 10 crowns. This shows 6 past kingdoms
and one present kingdom formed (the 7th head anti-christ) and the new element the 10 crowned horns involved 10 kings who
joined the anti-christ system at the end! This depicts the revised kingdoms of West and East Europe, also Russia is included
in this formation.” “In verse 2 it gives the symbols of some of these various kingdoms.” - And the dragon (satan) gave him
his power and put him in his position! – “In verse 3, one of his heads was wounded to death, and his deadly wound was
healed and all the world wondered after the beast! Often prophecy has a compound meaning. It can be classed as a spiritual
wounding in the past history, but “without a doubt” it is a physical wounding to take place in our era! (age!)” It is the 7th head
which is wounded so that it can make way for the “8th head” in its final form, the beast (Rev. 17: 10-11) but it is still of the 7th

head! Evidently he is wounded and rises again in the “final vile form”, because verse 5 reveals he is given “only 42 months”
to continue after this revealing, it is definitely present tense! – “It shows this change begins in “the middle” of his 7 year
period! It is then that his real fierce diabolical identity is unmasked, and he begins his savage reign the last 3 ½ years!
The Bride has already been taken up! (Rev. 12:5) His hatred is now against the Tribulation saints and Jews, verse 7.” – “If
you will remember it will be like the classic story, he (anti-christ) will come in as Dr. Jekyll, soft spoken “benefactor and
peace maker” and will go out like Mr. Hyde, an “evil destroyer!” Although he is the same person a personality change occurs
after the wounding and the beast spirit of the pit enters him!” (Rev. 17:8)

“Also in Rev. 13:11, reveals another beast coming up out of the earth with 2 horns like a lamb and he spake as a dragon!
This is all the rich false harlot religions, dead Protestant federation, Laodicean spirit, etc.” Rev. 3:14-18, “Joined in
Church and State power! Verse 12, reveals he has power like the first beast, causing the world to worship the first beast
whose deadly wound was healed! Between the two beasts they will have power that no man may work, buy or sell without a
mark. They have absolute control over commerce and world trade!”

“Some of the controls we see today foreshadow some kind of strict measures in the future! The anti-christ system will
control water, food and transportation. Of course all of the controls will lead into an intended trap, complete government
control of world economy and the loss of all economic and political freedom! The above gives only part, he will use other
schemes also!” – “Already this coming system has changed the times, holiday seasons and laws, just like Daniel said in
Dan. 7:25!” Also in Rev. 18:3, 12-15, it shows the great commercial trade the anti-christ system (first beast) is able to bring
in! This is the Roman prince and the Babylon system with world control, worship and dominance!” “The man of fierce
countenance is able to bring in prosperity! (Dan. 8:25) – “It is very possible that it will occur like this. Out of what looks like
world depression will suddenly come in prosperity by the anti-christ system. But shortly this will be accompanied by a
number or mark. He will be called the man of the hour!” – “The elect will possibly see a preparation glimpse of him
before the inhuman change occurs in final beast form!” End quote. – In my past letters I have been tracking many events
concerning Israel and the great peace agreement that is coming and the people involved in it. Worldwide events are changing
so quickly that my opinion is between now and the next U.S. presidential election many worldwide tragedies will occur
concerning the weather and intense volcanic activity as well as great earthquakes and the most devastating droughts. Surely
the handwriting is on the wall!

This month I am releasing a Special Writing called “Prosperity And God’s Will For You” as well as a DVD, “Prophetic
Numbers.” This special writing will surely increase your knowledge of how to prosper. There is no better time to give unto
the Lord to publish this vital message! And I want to personally thank you for the wonderful response you gave last month in
publishing the new book as well as for the crusade now going on overseas. God’s blessings will be with you in all that you do
and His guidance and His wisdom will keep you safe.

Your Brother in Christ,
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 All three CD’s/or cassettes: ($15.00 donation) New DVD release: “Prophetic Numbers”
“Prophet in Eclipse”                                                           Also available: “Signed, Sealed and Delivered”
“The Man of Sin”                                                                                   ($20.00 donation each)
“The Approaching Tribulation”




